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Co-operation between faculty and students is key to Community Government, and we can have it if we want it. Read

on ...

Any job wo rth doing is worth doing well.

"I,he Northeastern

Pk/NT
VOL. 5 NO. 15

WEDNESDAY, February 4 , 1970
Pi:IICE: 39c PER COPY

A CALL TOA<;TION

STUDENTS MUST BE
REPRESENTED
'

( an editorial comment)
We firmly believe that, when the need arises, students can provide the solution to any
problem. The response to our request for volunteers to operate a book exchange proved that.
There will be a book exchange next trimester, and final plans are still being made.
But there is a problem infinitely more complex _than exchanging books. It has to do with the
fact that students at Northeastern presently have virtually no representation in the affairs of
the college. We have no student government, and an appointed "president" supposedly
handles the job of representing students.
,
There are a great number of pressing matters currently being considered at Northeastern
which, for all effects and purposes, will be decided without student voice.
Many faculty and most administrators have shown support for what has become known as
community governance, which means that both faculty and students sit together at a common
legislature, or that two bodies meet separately, governed by a common _c onstitution.
These things often seem unimportant to us, but we must realize the urgency of this
particular moment in NISC's history. We need, and have worked diligently for a new
curriculum, but governmental hang-ups have stalled all action. We need student support for
the parking fines appeal board, and student participation in the design of a number of buildings
planned for _our new campus. In short, NISC in five years will be a radically changed
university with or without our participation. It's our duty to make sure that we have some say
in that future.
Here, then, is our plea. If you are interested in really taking part in helping shape the future
of this place, come down and tell us. We'd like to call a meeting in President Sachs' office next
week (He's already agreed), and we'd like to see many students there. At present Greenberg,
his assistant Jay Byron and one other student, Jim Hansen, have been selected to sit on the
ad-hoc committee to draft a community constitution. We are sure that there are many other
qualified students around, who will have fresh, valuable ideas. We'd like to see them on the
committee.
This, then, is a call to action. It doesn't matter that you may have never done anything like
this before. It does matter that you care. Come down and see us, and we'll see what we all can
do. See you later. Thanks.
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SOME CRITICAL QUESTIONS
ABOUT STUDENT UNIONS
I would like to ask a few questions about the plans for the new
student union bu .lding. Maybe
someone can answer them.
We had a student union ... once.
Were the students paying for it?
Was it built and paid for by the
State of Illinois? Or was it built
and then paid for by the students?
If it was built by the state originally, why the "legal technicalities"
this time around? If part of it was
paid for by students, what happened after the union was "taken
over" for office space? Were the
students still paying for the union?
Since the money for the new
union will come from the students, will the students have a
committee to review plans for the
building, or will the plans be reviewed by administrators or state
officials? Will the students be able
to vote on:
I) whether or not they want a
union, and
2) if so, will they be allowed to
vote on which plan of the building
they want?
Since some students will not be
able to use the new union,
wouldn't it be more practical for
the school to take out a loan, build
the union, and then have the loan
paid for by those students who
would be using it?

Lastly; sinc'e there appears to
be no student senate to represent
the student body, how are the students' interests to be represented
in this matter?
Thank you for your time.
Mario Cortesi

architects to formulate the final
design. Only one plan is made,
because the design is an on-going
proc~s, constantly undergoing
modification. The committee in
the past has taken extensive surveys of members in NISC activities, asking what facilities they deEd. Note: The questions you raise sire in the structure.
qre vital. First, NI SC was origi1 In the near future, -there will be
nally constructed by the City of an all-college referendum for final
Chicago Board of Education. The student approval for, construction
"student union" was not consid- of the "commuter ce'nter."
ered a union as such, and under
Northeastern will, indeed be
Board rules , it was quite legal to "taking out a loan" to build the
be built with the building. Stu- center. The college will float
dents never paid a direct fee ei- bonds to raise the necessary 7½
ther for construction or mainte- million dollars for construction.
nance of the union facility.
However, before bonds may be
When the State of Illinois floated, the institution must have
bought the entire campus in 1966, a substantial "reserve".fund. The
the state laws explail'!ed in Last money is being collected for this
week's articles applied here. Stu- purpose. If the student fees had to
dents have not been paying a stu- pay for the entire building at
dent union fee until about two once, fees would have to be colyears ago. This money has been lected for years. With this methsaved toward the new facility od, construction could be under
being planned.
way this time in 1972.
Insofar as students having a
The planning committee meets
voice in the design of the building, every Wednesday morning at 9:30
an Ad-Hoc committee was ap- in the sixth floor conference room .
pointed by President S-achs over a Since you seem quite interested,
year ago to "program" the build- perhaps you might attend a few
ing. There are six students, four meetings to see what's going on.
faculty and one administrator sit- You and all other members of thel
ting as voting members. They will · N JSC community are always we/-'
be working in the near future with come to the meetings.

GIRL DROPPED FROM -SCHOOL,
CAN'T FIND OUT WHY
On Monday, Jan . 26, I was informed that I had been dropped
from NISC because of poor
scholarship. However, the term
had already started, and I was attending classes. When I asked
about my grades and why I did
not receive them and my official
drop notices , no one cbuld come
up with an answer. I was also informed that my records were mislaid when I went up to see a counselor.
On Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, I continued my pursuit
for someone who could help me,
but to no avail.
According to everyone at
school I talked to, the average
they gave me was correct. However, I argue the matter, because
the grades I received were different. No one would listen to me.

While on campus Tuesday in
search of help, I came across one
of the instructors. He had the following words for me. Quote.
"You don't belong here. Go
home." End quote.

On Friday I have an appointment with the one person who
may be able to help me. But in the
meantime I lose all the class hours
running around.
Questions to the editor: Should
I continue going to class here on
the knowledge that I am right, or
should I do as some people suggt;st and go to a junior college
knowing that these people are
wrong and I am being punished
for the stupidity of supposedly
highly educated people?
I leave the answer up to you
and my fellow NISC students.
May it never happen to you.

Maybe under the circumstances, according to him, I didn't
belong here. However, this is
state property and anyone can
walk on it, and I was trying to get
my record straightened out, so I
had as · much bu siness on this
campus as he did.
On Wednesday they had my
records. but not the same ones I
received, But since I don't have
A former(?) N ISC student,
any previous grade reports, I can't
Cheryl Patterson
prove that they are wrong. As of
Wednesday, I did not receive any
refund for my fees, which were P.S. Congratulations, people. You
supposedly mailed out in Decem- win the prize for the best buck ·
ber '69.
passers of the year.

CHARLIER ON PRINT'S COVERAGE
I'll _gladly concede that the report by Dave Green of Faculty
Assembl y Part II was fair a nd un' biased. although not half as hilarious as yo ur own view of Part I.
But then Part II did achieve soniething. as devoid of name calling.
and in general constructive.
You were quite accurate in reporting that I '"shouted"' for a head
count to make sure there was a quorum . This had first been asked for
by Berlinger. but he wasn't heard.

and there wasn't a microphone
anywhere near where I had chosen
to nest.
What THE PRINT misses completel y, unless your reporter suffers
from eclectic deafness, is my explanation as to why I called for
such a quorum. I stated it clearly,
but forgot to shout.
The faculty rejected the new
constitution . A group of faculty
members demanded a new vote because the.plebiscite on the new con- ',

stitution, was, in their opinion , illegal since faculty members of the
Center for Inner City Studies received their ballots too late. Their
vote could not have influenced the
outcome, but technically, the complainants were right.
Let it be said, incidentally, that
few of the disfranchised faculty
members bothered to attend, and
none was heard of, at either Scene I
or Scene II of the Faculty Assembly.
•
Cont. on pg., 6

Tlw :\orthea~lt•rn

8PRIN T
If you didn't notice last week, the
PRINT Staffbox is in a new position
within the hallowed pages. We are now
·nestled in the corner of page two,
which obviously you know because you
are reading this at this moment. The
move was prompted by the decision to
move the PRINT Forum, which was
prompted by our desire to have a more
viable front page, which was prompted
from our intense commitment to our
readership. Take that in account with
the fact that Larry and Ken ' s grades
depend upon the improvement of the
paper and you can understand why the
paper seems to be doing new things.
This week's contest isn't actually a
contest. We are asking you to comment
on this layout change concerning the
Staffbox. We are doing our Managing
Editor a service by running this free
contest. She will read each entry personally and decide who had the most
' constructive criticism of · the arbitrary
editorial decision . This person will then
be called down to debate Ken Davis
about general layout practices in col lege journalism, and if he wins, he will
be serit to Wisconsin to compete in the
regional play-offs.
Here is the weekly blurb from the
stale mundane establishment.
The
Northeastern PRINT is published at
Northeastern Illinois State College, Bryn

Mawr at St. Louis, Chicago, Opinions
expressed within these pages are not
necessarily those of the Administration,
but rather those of the individual con tributor solely. Address comments to

E-45.
Stone Container Building ...... Ken Davis
Board of Trade ............... Larry Spaeth
Marina City ....... . ........ ... Lynn Musson
Greyhound Bus Terminal .... Dave Green
John Hancock Center ....... Roger Bader
loop Theater ......... .... Connie McNeely
Playboy Building .......... Maura George
Tribune Tower . . . ..... . ....... Bill Spreitzer
Morrison Hotel .. .... . .... . Mickey Sagrillo
Urban Renewal. .. .. . : .. .... Mike Gilmore,
Melody Gobleigh, Fred English, Barb
Sielecki, Cindy Dubas, Marnie Fournier,
Madeline Poster, Frank Konrad, Rich
Sears, Barb Ulman, Noreen Ciesielczyk
and other blighted areas.
Corey's Place ........ .. .. .. . ... Gene Corey
Mondo Crypto .. .. .Gary-Dale Stockmann
Environmental Quality .. . Mickey Sagrillo
Del Breckenfeld ............ .. . Dave Green
Dave Green ........ .. .. ... Del Br1>ckenfeld

CELEBRITIES

Picasso statue .......... ... .. ....... Les Klug
Civic Center . ...... ...... . . .. Bernie Farber
Circle Campus . .. . ............. Mel Skvarla
Walgreens .. ...... . . . ....... Chuck Stamps
Lake Point Towers ................ Griff Pitts
Sponsor (City Hall) ...... .. .... E.M . lie bow
(or is it Leibow?)

Nortll(•tal('rn PRINT Editorial Panel : Kn1 Dtll'i.,·, Edi10r: Larry Spm•r/1, Busim•.n · MWlll J.:C'r;
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OGILVIE S.A YS GO••
~t-,GROUNDBREAl( INGS ON AGAIN

"'.,.

In an unexpected move last week, it
was announced in Spri ngfield that
Governor Ogilvie plans to approach
the General Assembly when it reconvenes in several weeks with a plan to
increase the interest rates on Illinois
General Revenue bonds fro m 6 to 7
percent.
The lower interest rates,_ had made
tliose bonds unattractive on the market, and because of this it had seemed

that N ISC wou ld have to delay its
scheduled spring groundbreaking for
the science and classroom buildings.
Melvyn A. Skvarla, Director of
Campus Planning, announced shortly
thereafter that, pending the completion of several formalities, the Science program committee will authorize bids to be taken on the structure.
This, he indicated, seems to point toward a groundbreaking in June or
July.

There are still some fi nancial matters to be cleared before the class:
room building gets into the construction phase, but Skvarla seemed optimistic that this building would also be
under way sometime in 1970.
This week, as a preview to the
groundbreaking, PRINT presents a
complete look at the science and
classroom buildings, with floor plans
and artist's renderings.

SCIENCE BUILDING TO BEGIN FIRST
The three-story Science complex,
which , if current plans mature, will be
completed in 1972, will house " sciences"
in the broadest sen se as it ope ns~
Upon completion, " phase I" takes effect s, which means that a number of diverse "sciences" will begin occupying the
facility : The departments of Earth S~iences, Chemistry, Physics, and Biology will
always remain in the building, but joining
them at first will be Mathematics and Psychology .
A small number of the larger lab facilities will not be in full use during Phase I,
since this space will be assigned to the
Math a nd Psych departments.
Phase 11 , scheduled for the future, will ,
of course, be the phy sical renova tion of the ·
new building to what the architects call
" ultimate" - in use strictly by the natural
sciences. Math and Psychology will find
homes in other buildings .
'
The building has a number of outstand ing fea tures, including a wide ramp
centered between two lecture rooms. The
ramp connects the ma in floor with a lower-level student lounge, a nd continues to
the seco nd a nd thi rd floor. The ramp con- •
cept was introduced because of its ability
to carry large volumes of dive rgent traffic .
There will a lso be seve ral sta ircase s
around the perimeter of the structure.
The lower level includes onl y a lounge
a rea, with vending facilitie s.
In tota l, the building is to ho use 36 laboratories, 2 lec ture halls, 3 I classrooms, 7
A typical floor plan • the second · indicates the general shape of the building, and the layout of faculty offices. The third floor is
seminar rooms, I I prep storage room s,
essentially the same, but the two large groups of classrooms and labs are replaced on the ground floor with the two lecture halls.
and 114 faculty office s, as we ll as space
for the appropriate secretarial help a nd
student aides.
One of the laboratories o n the third
floor will be a greenhou se , with a roof of
glass.
the outside of the building, in such a way o r for the stud y of cryogenics (extre me
labs per floor will be tied into a central
The lecture hall s on the ma ine level will that two level s of offices are accessible cold) .
compute r, fo r use wit h devices suc h as the
be compl etely equipped with a udio-v isua l from one side of the second floor, and
A roo m will be set as ide fo r the inWang ~alc ul ator.
facilities. One will seat approximately 150, a nothe r two levels are accessible fro m .the stallatio n of a seismograph , to measure
while the other ha ndles onl y 125.
o pposite side of the third .
minute shifts in the earth , and the device's
Arc hi tec ts for t he 85 ,763 net-assignableThe small seminar roo ms will be . used
readout will be in a glass-enclosed pu blic
squ are-foo t-bui ldi ng are Stade, D o lan ,
for disc ussio ns and meetings o n a sma ll
One large two-s tory roo m will feature a displ ay in the lo bby.
Emrick & Assoc ia tes. D es igner is Ric hard
level. Scatte red abo ut the building, they
balcon y wit h a movable c ra ne, a nd the
Ano ther unde rground roo m will ho use a
Emrick, C harles V . Rowe is Partner in
will be useful a lso for very small classes .
room wi ll be used by the Physical Sc ience neut ro n ge nerator.
Charge, a nd Donald Bill ma n is f'.roject
. T he· faculty offices···are "g'rouped around . ·d'e arimeni t'o'r·' a' Vdn De Graff genefiat0r ' ,. E ight faculty officesr per: floor· .and . 't wo ' J J Manageu .. r'
,, I'' ' I ' ; J I . r. •'' ' • ,·,
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CLASS-

ROOM
BUILDING
IS

NEXT
NISC'S Classroom building, to be getting under way not long after the science
hall, will be almost the same size, but
twenty feet higher. Standing in the main
courtyard directly in front of the North
Dining Hall , connecting the art building to
the A wing, the classroom building will be
the home of many departments.
All of the departments of education, including Elementary Ed , Secondary Ed ,
Early Childhood Ed, ' Special Ed, and
Educational F o undations will move the.re,
along with Foreign Language, Linguistics,
Engli sh, History , Georgraphy, Sociology,
Political Science a nd Economics, Comput. er Sciences , Philosophy and Anthropology .
Boasting four floors and a lower level,
the structure will also house data processing on tl;le fourth f10 :>r, along a
glass-enclosed corridor. Also on the fourth
floor will be ·the facilities of Financial
Aids, Guidance and Counseling, Placement, and Non-academic personnel (civil
service) . The Deans of both the Liberal
Arts & Sciences and Education colleges
will also have office complexes perched
atop the new building.
On the lower level, there will be a temporary auxilliary cafeteria and dining area
for about 425 people, seated at booths and
free-standing tables. There will also be
some faculty offices scattered at this level
- although there will be 214 single-occupancy offices t-hroughout the structure, and
something never before seen at NISC lockers.
The lower level also houses the outstanding visual feature of this building, a
long, open space between the two large
lecture rooms, which the Planning Office
brags will "allow for a magnificent vista
from north to south" .
The "magnificent vista" cuts through a
wide corridor between the two largest
rooms in the building, the lecture halls.
One, seating 250, will have fixed chairs
with moveable a rms . The othe·r seats only
225, and has fixed tables, but the . chairs
are movable. This design feature allows
for maximum versatility in lecture planning.
·
Among the special-purpose rooms de-·
signed for this . building are observation
rooms - for Special . Education and micro-teaching, which are norm·aJ rooms
with two-way mirrors, behind which are
smaller rooms for observers, and a statistics-calcuating laboratory complete with
the necessary calculating equipment for
the political scientists.
· The most outstanding feature in the.
classrooms themselves is their "island"
design concept. Four class rooms are
grouped in to a unit , and in the center a
.small room houses vital audio•visual apparatu s. The instructor has full remote control of the equipment from the front of hi s
classroom .
Three such clusters will be located 011
both the second and third floors, and th ere
will be three labs on each of those floors .
The term "cla ssroom building" is a mi snomer, since it hou se s much more tha n
simply classroom s. The numerous offices
•and service areas make the structure more
an extension of the present facilitie s than
an isolated building serving one basic
function , as does the science building .
Architects for the " classroom building"
are the partnership of Perkins and Will.
Robert B. Sullan is Partner in Charge;
Philip N . Coman is Project Manager, and
Emmet Ingram is senior designer. The finished building will offer 79,640 net assign·able square feet.
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The third floor, above, is similar to the second in design and layout.
The fourth floor, below, offers a great deal of offic~and special services· space.
The lower level and ground level are occupied almost solely by the lecture halls and cafeteria.
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ATTENTION
Northeastern U's Carl Stephens Ell Student Center boasts many features which our committee felt should be incorporated into
the planned commuter center for our campus.

COMMUTER CENTER COMMITTEE
VJSITS B OSTON STUDENT UNI.ONS
PRINT'S correspondent Larry Spaeth
recently accompanied the NISC Commuter Center Program Committee, charged
with the duty of producing the final design
for our student union building, on an investigative Jrip to Boston . There they visited Boston University, MIT, and Northeastern University to examine their student union complexes. The committee was
particularly impressed with m any of the
fe atures it discovered, and Larry filed the
fo llowing report .
The C.C .C. inspected three Student
U nions in Boston: Northeastern University's Carl Stephens Ell Center, Boston
University's George Sherman Union, and
M. I.T.'s Student Center. These Unions
were picked for their similarities to our
situation here at NISC . The Student body
at both Northeastern U.. and Boston have
a large percentage of Commuter Students.
All three of the institutions are located in
an urban area, and are cramped for land.
Some of the ideas the committee liked
were. Hayden Court at B.U., the main
lounge at N .U ., the cafeteria arrangement
at N.U., and a Rest and Repair complex
at N .U .
Boston U niversity' s Hayden Court is in
the center of their Unio n. This adds to the
building during the spring and summer,
except that these were no trees or shrubs.
The court, though, can,.o nly be used four
months of the year. With the court constructed mainly of concrete a nd lacking
any potted vegetation it remin_ded us of

the Circle Campus.
T he main lounge at Northeastern U niversity has a ceiling rising the entire 4 four
floors of the Union . The floor of the
lounge was broken up into several levels
to eliminate the effect of a train station.
You can look down on the main lounge
from any floor in the building.
The cafeteria is also broken up into different d ining areas to eliminate some of
the noise and deviate from the mess hall
approach .
There was a Rest and Repair Complex
at Northeastern University, though only
for women, that the committee found particularly interesting. The R&R complex
incorporated within the same section as
the girls' washroom a powder room, a
sewing and ironing room, a locker room, a
shower room, and a nap room at the center of the complex .
N ISC's Commuter Center, C liff Harral•
son, would like to see the R & R complex
included in NISC's Center. He talked in
terms of expandi ng the size of the complex and a lso havi ng one for men . Between the two complexes would be an
area where a stained -shirt could be
cleaned or a torn one could be repaired .

The idea of a mai n lounge as the center
of the Commuter Center seemed to be
favo~ed by the committee over a court
since a court could only be used for a short
time each rear.

There was one problem mentioned by
everyone we talked with an that was storage. This seems t0 plague just about any
Student U nion .
Of the th ree Unions that we saw Northeastern University's seemed to come closest to what the committee was looking for.
This is probably due to the fact that 60%
of the stude nt body at Northeastern Universi ty commute to school, which means
that they had to design a bujlding that
woµld fulfill the needs of their student
body whose makeup is very much like
NISC's.
On the fourth floor of M.I.T.'s Student
Center there was a reserve library, with
study carrels, open 24 hours a day . The
concept of a library couldn't be incorporated in NISC's Commuter Center
since it will be funded by student money.
There may, however, be a court on the
2nd floor of the Center connecting the
Center with the proposed library.
In following weeks there will be interviews, in the PRINT, with Max Andrews,
consultant to the Center, and David
·suttle, ass istant Designer.
Some members of the C .C .C . are also
talking about having a program to bring
the Student Body up to date on the progress that has been made by the committee
thus far.

be undergoing further refurbishing to accommodate the greater demands.
Therefore, te levi sion signals will be fed
into both new structures, with taps provided in all classrooms in both buildings .
The present Master antenna system distributes all Chicago television stations as
well as two c losed circuit channel s to all
classrooms in this building.
In the Classroom building, the lecture
rooms will feature amphicon projectors,
which take a televi sion signal and project
it onto a large screen. In the Science
building there will be four television monitors mounted directly on the walls of each
lecture room.
Audio-visual equipment, such as film
and slide projectors, tape recorders and
overhead projectors will be provided on

Students!

$ $ $
THOUSANDS OF
ILLINOIS

STATE
TUITION
GRANTS
Available Next
Year.
Pick Up Applications
Immediately
In the Financial Aid
Office,

E-214.
DEADLINE

L·E ARNING SERVICES PLANS
FOR NEW STRUCTURES
One of our campus' strong points is its
exten~ive facilities in the various teac hing
media - television, front and rear projectio n equipment in the auditorium, and a
rat her large supply of portabl e audio-visual appliances .
The expansion of the campus on so
large a scale posed a rather tricky problem
to the people in Learning Services, the
division in charge of these services.
After participating in the planning of the
classroom and science buildings, a number
of dec ision were reac hed regarding expansion of present services.
Television services are, and have been
for some time, expanding rapidly as more
and more instructors become aware of the
vast potential of an exciting medium . The
television studios themselves will shortly

All N.I.S.C.

each floor. The audio-visual headquarters
will remain in this building, but ind ividual
orders will be channeled to the corresponding AV "outpost".
There will be permanent PA systems in
each lecture hall, a s well as dimmable
house lights, and spotlights for the speaker. The science building will not be connected at all with the existing "all-call"
public address system, but the corridors in
the classroom building will be tied into it.
Dr. Stamps, Direc tor of Learning Services, emphasized the philosophy of "centralization" of hi s department, with its major services suGh as television, film production , photography and graphic arts remaining in one area, and serving the entire
college from there.

FOR
SUBMISSION
· MARCH 1.
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Cont. from pg. 2

The insistence on a quorum
count was hence based on my concern that the votes would not be
challenged afterwards a nd that the
champions of legality would be.
fu ll y satisfied. Anything wrong
with insuring that there would be
no further flaws? Furthermore,

there were numerous students in
tne auditorium: it was thus impossible to estimate at a glance whether there was a quorum. Note well
that no one voiced an objection at
student attendance .. .
It remains, nevertheless, a sad
observation that barely 50% of

the faculty deemed the matter of
sufficie nt importance to show up.
It reminds me of voter apathy at
the Illinois Constitutional Convention Delegates election , and augurs poorly for the future Constitution.
Cordially,
Roger H . Charlier

AN
EVENING
WITH

LAINIE
KAZAN

A LETTER TO DENNIS SANS
D ear Mr. Sans:
I must commend you on the
forthright an d honest _w ay you expressed your feelings as to the need
for Environmental Quality, as
stated in the January 21st issue of
Northeastern Print. I agree that the
general public, big industry and
government must be "jolted" into
the realization that something must
be d o ne, a nd soon, if we are to survive. But do you not agree that one
mu st start action at hi s own doorstep ? Should not each student at
NISC "take it upon himself to pick
up and dispose of his own trash , in~.
stead of leavi ng it to the custodial

and maintenance department to do
it for him?
Let me explain what I mean .
Last week , for the first time, r started class at NISC as an evening
graduate st udent. When I walked
into the lo unge near m y classroom
I was appa lled at the trash littering
the tables, c ha irs and floor. (That is
a form of environmental pollution,
you know.) Just because so me students prefer their own bodies to
look dirty and unkempt is no reason to leave their surrou ndin gs in
th e same condition for someone
else to clea n. When I walked into
the cafeteria during our 15 minute
"break", I was not only appalled

AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13
8:30 P.M.

but truly nauseated at the "crud "
on the tables and floor. A big sign
at the entrance should have been
put up reading: "The Great American SLOB Was Here !"

FRANKIE VALLI and

THE FOUR
SEASONS

So while you are "assigning certain classes the project of designing
and rendering an artpiece with the
specific subject matter--anti-pollution propaga nda", please include
in th at " K eeping our own immediate surroundings clean ." Remember, "Every litter bit hurts! "
- From a · concerned citizen a nd
student.
Yours trul y,
(Mrs .) Martha B. Loss

OPERA HOUSE
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20-8:30 P.M.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 22-7:30 P.M.

SLY & THE
FAMILY STONE
AUDITORIUM-SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21
3:30 & 8:30

LAURA NYBO,
OPERA HOUSE-SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21-8:30 P.M.

LES DANSEURS
AFRICAINS

A GUY WHO HATES NORTHEASTERN
Dear Editor:
It took me four years, Virginia,
but I am finally convinced. Although a devout Missourian at
heart, I too finally saw the light.
You can now add me to the
ever-increasing multitudes who
claim that NISC is a reincarnated
combination of Riverview, the
Sunday funnies and Brookfield
Zoo. It is truly the Garden of
Eden of our time! (Someone upstairs realizes this too., because
tuition continues to rise annually .)
What's this you spew forth?
You say that there are still doubter s among u s ? BLADERDASH !! How can they not be- ·
lieve? Just let them feast their
starving pupils on the following

list of qualifications :
I) Where else do you get to pay
$6 for a parking sticker that allows you to park on any street
within ten blocks of school?
2) Where else can you eat lunch
in such a cozy atmosphere that
you end up eating the· hamburger
that belongs to the person next to
you through a sea of arms?
3) Where else can you get electrocuted just by leaning against
live wires in a study carrel?
4) Where else can you put !Oc
in a coffee machine and watch
thirstily as your hot chocolate
flow s down the drain - by-passing
the half-ejected cup?
5) Where else can you get the
·Sunday funnies every Wednes-

It is a fact that I did not mention my plans for action. This was
inte'ntional since I had many ideas
of what to do, but wanted to get a
response from the people who can
make th_e changes, and ai that
time, I would decide on which
plan of action I would use. My
choices were as follows:
1. To meet with the manager

and union director to make immediate changes
2. To organize a food service
board
3. Boycott the cafeteria
The union director has replied
and thinks that a board is a good
idea, as a matter of fact, he came
up with the idea. Mrs . Straz, as
expected, did not respond.
On January 29 , 1970, I sent a
request to Dr. Sachs on the idea
of a food board. I further requested an immediate meeting to
make immediate changes in the
cafeteria. Mr. Wolman, in his let-

Ed. Note: Haven't you ever vis ited other campuses? The answer
to questions 1-7 is, "Anywhere."
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Jar. " This is not so. The truth is
we were not tall enough against a
six foot seven inch center who
dominated the boards, and we did
not hit a basket on every shot, but
nobody does. We did not puff
anymore than the other players,
maybe infact less so .

THE ath DIMENSION
OPERA HOUSE-FRIDAY, MARCH 20-8:30 P.M.
SATURDAY, MARCH 21-7:00 & 10:30 P.M.

THE LETTERMEN
& THE WILSON BROWN TRIO
AUDITORIUM-FRIDAY, APRIL 3-8:30 P.M.
SATURDAY, APRIL 4-8:30 P.M.

ROCK & ROLL REVIVAL
OPERA HOUSE- SATURDAY, APRIL 11-7:00 & 10:30 P.M.
■

CHUCK BERRY ■ BILL HALEY & THE COMETS
■ BO DIDDLEV
■ THE DRIFTERS
■ THE SHIRELLES
■ THE COASTERS

FERRANTE & TEICHER
PIANO PORTRAITS
AUDITORIUM-FRIDAY, APRIL 24-8:30 P.M.

ter, stated, "I admit the food here
does stink," and if "they will get
off their asses and (rather than
just get their names and pictures
in the paper) do something constructive to solve the problem."
Let me ask you , Mr. Wolman :
"What have YOU done, except
open your mouth?" If we had
more people who would work and
take action to make changes, we
wouldn't have some of our problems.
Jay P. Byron

DIONNE WARWICK
OPERA HOUSE-SATURDAY, APRIL 25-8:30 P.M.

THE TEMPTATIONS
AUDITORIUM-FRIDAY, MAY 1-8:30 P.M.
SATURDAY. MAY 2-7:00 & 10:30 P.M.
SUNDAY, MAY 3-4:00 & 7:30 P.M.

THE ASSOCIATION
AUDITORIUM-FRIDAY. MAY 8-7:00 & 10:30 P.M.
SATURDAY, MAY 9-7:00 & 10:30 P.M.
• Tickets for All Concerts:
$6.!50, $5.50, $4.50 and $3.!50
TICKETS AVAILA.BLE AT BOX OFFICE AND
ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS, INCLUDING
MONTGOMERY WARD & MARSHALL FIELD.
To order Tickets by mail send a check
or money order to Triangle, 211 East
Chicago Avenue, Chicago. Ill. 60611.
Enclose self-a ddressed envelope and
25c per order for handling.

NOW THEY'RE COMPLAINING
ABOUT MIDDLETON!
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the "Old Timers"
Basketball Team, I would like to
complain 'about Ron Middleton's
column " In the Mean Time, In
Between Time" comment, "These
guys really tried, but the air became sparce and breathing irregu-

CARLOS MONTOVA
ORCHESTRA HALL-FRIDAY, MARCH 13-8:30 P.M.

· I could ramble on and on, but
I've made my point clear. How
can anyone doubt that NISC is
truly Paradise? How can anyone
doubt that LBJ will be elected in
1972?
Robert Esenberg

-BIG TALK, NO ACTIONSAYS J~P. BYRON
I'd like to comment on the comment of "The Food Stinks." Before I criticize something, I believe in checking it out to make
sure I am justified in my criticism.

AUDITORIUM-SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28-8:30 P.M.

day?
6) Where else can you get free
sex-training instruction just by
reading the graffiti?
7) Where else can an instructor
miss a week of classes and then
lower your grade for missing one
class?

We are disappointed in the way
he reports facts (opinions). The
actual score was 54-42 not 54-30
as he reported and predicted.

Jay Katzman
Derald Bethard
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COMMUNITY CONSTITUTION - PRINT SAMPLES
VARIED OPINIONS AMONG FACULTY
by Barb Ulman
Even before Northeastern lost its Student Senate, and its Faculty constitution
failed, people were discussing the possibility of a community government. And
since time has brought about these governmental phenomena, people are now looking .
for something to revise or replace the old.
Generally, the basic idea of a community
constitution involves some governing unity
among administration, civil service, faculty
a nd students. Many verbal suggestions
have arisen, and some action has been taken (as of this writing, Chuck Greenberg,
President of the St_udel)t Gov~r11_ment, has
spoken to President Sachs about forming
an ad-hoc committee.) The comments here
reflect only ideas from seven of the college
community who favor or are not sure about
a community government. They discussed
definition of roles, faculty pr_o blems, senate
retentions, student interest and other related topics. By this offering of time and
ideas, perhaps other members of the four
groups will realize the situation and get together (which appears to be quite needed
within each group too) .
"Everybody's role--teachers, students,
administrators--is defined in terms · of the
teaching-learning process. An overview of
what the ' college is, where its goals (the interests of faculty, students, administrators,
and personnel) lie, is the essence of the community constitution, " Dr. Thomas Kochman, linguistics professor, also suggested
that only under a community constitution,
could the various roles of the four groups be
defined with respect to the total institution.
"The tendency for each group to write its
own constitution is to exaggerate the role it
plays. In organizing a community document , definition of the various roles must be
the most important factor."
Dr. Albert Forslev, earth science instructor, believed that differences or problems
least existed between students and faculty ,
"Factions of the faculty have caused slowness of a constitution for themselves and the
community. The community constitution
should unite these individual groups, define
roles and act upon matters under its juris-

RAVE OLE
FOR JOSE
by Marnie Fournier
"The rain in Spain falls mainly on the
plain." But Spain's contribution to the
dance falls far beyond what would be
called "plain." Especially, Jose Greco's
Dance ensemble,
The Jose Greco Dance company performed to a capacity audience in the
NISC auditorium Jan, 21. Raves of oll
were meant for Jose when Greco's fleet
footwork and fiery castanents were ·complemented by those of Nana Lorca, his
leading lady,
All costuming- hat's, boots and accessories for the production - were made in
Spain from native materials and authentic
designs as to period, character and province under the personal supervision of
Greco and Miss Lorca, This Spanish stylization was evident in the first presentation, "Viva Galicia.''. Music was arranged
or composed by Greco and Roger Machado.
The Moorish influence was il)terjected
in the second selection, "Two Ballads of
Mozarab and Medieval Spain." The setting was in the end of the Dark Ages at
the dawn of the Renaissance when two
races, two faiths, two hopes and love are
made single with gentle harmony. The music was selected from among the 400 Cantigas (songs) of Alfonso X (El Sabio) written in the 13th century.
Third on the program were "Two Episodes in the Adventures of Don Quixote,"
followed by "Gypsy Sabbath," an interpretive ballet based on legend. Greco
though a symbol of longetivity seemed to assume lesser roles' in all selections other
than the flamenco sequences. He far
out-did most of the other performers in

Dr. Harrison felt that nbt all matters concerning the Senates should be under the jurisdiction of a community constitutuion.
"Students should be included in the hiring
and firi_ng of faculty--that is, the students
could voice their judgements on present
faculty and interview prospective teachers,
but have no final word in hiring or retention ."
"Students should be listened to about the
quality of teachers," said Dr. Robert Gil-.
bert, physical science professor. ''There
should also be greater freedom in course
choice . .But not total freedom and the right
to say who may teach. A total say would
lead to a popularity contest-:a teacher's
academic future would rely on his being a
nice guy."
"The college departments must be
strengthened," remarked Chuck Green-berg, "Each department should have students working in it, students who can have a
_.yoice on retention and tenure. Many faculty members cannot judge another member's
quality of teaching, but a students' experience with this instructor can aid in deciding his future .
"There must be -;( decrease in the credi" l he recognized tole of the advisor is to
bility
gap between faculty and •students.
advise; decisive power simply does not now
Students in a classroom sitution are consid- '
belong to us. And a separation of advisory
ered qualified or capable to participate in
and decisive power will most likely condiscussions. But their opinions are considtinue to exist.
ered inferior to the faculty in matters of
"If the administration refused to hear or
education and government."
take action of our advice, they would have
The student role in a community governto provide very good reasons (reasonable
ment received the most response .
ones) for this rejection. Otherwise, the advi"Students have to show interest and resory capacity is just another gift to appease
sponsibility
before any power is regulated
us." Dr. S. Lorenzo Harrison, President of
to them. The students on committees I've
the Faculty Senate, expressed the idea of a
been on have shown these qualities, but how
community constitution as an "umbreliamany
students do they represent?" asks Dr.
like" model. This design would protect the
Bevode McCall, Sociology· chairman .
administration, civil service, faculty and
"When interest· and reponsibility are
students by certain legislation. Dr. Forslev
shown,
then students can· be given more
suggested the umbrella-type document
power."
which would "govern . some college asDr. Harrison believed that "students
pects ." Both men agreed that provisions for ,
have
a right to participate in college poliFaculty and Student Senates should be
tics, a right to determine their own polmade.
diction."
"Everyone mus't feel that his has a role
and a right to use that role, " added Dr. Vic
Dufour of the psychology department.
"So me rights , however, presuppose the prior usage of other rights . For example, the
right to speak presupposes that we think before ,we speak , and the right to vote pre
supposes that we become knowledgeable
before we make our choices . Right now, the
Boards and the legislature along with President Sachs and his administrative advisors
are the "rulers," with total, absolute and
final control on policy matters . The faculty
usually act as advisors and their advice is
usually taken ; but student opinion is seldom
asked."
Dr. Dufour suggested that perhaps, for a
start, a community constitution be considered which would distribute the advisory
capacity between faculty and students. The
administration, which now really has total
decisive control, could be ex-officio members of this community government. (They
would give advice to the advisers, when
asked, but not vote on the advice given) .
0
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Jim Lewis and
John Schmieken
grace arid confidence. The audience knew
what it was to be like to be "spumed by a
Spaniard" after intermission. Greco asked
for silence. "Any remarks can be made
from the stage where we can all enjoy
them." Greco permitted no interviews or
photos.
The next production of the NISC Concert Series will be given by the Vienna
Boys Choir at 8 p.m . Wednesday, March 4 .

A pair of women's shoes in a
black zipper bag were found :on
the top of the trunk of Dr. Wenzlaff's car in the faculty parking
lot on Friday, January 16. They
have been turned in to the Lost
~nd Found.

icies ... but lack of experience and maturity
inhibits full participation of most students."
"Yet a sizeable precentage of students
are extremely experienced via their outside
lives. Their talented services would really
be worthwhile if they were given a chance,"
explained Dr. Dufour.
"This faculty feeling (of a need for
awareness from all students) is somewhat
justified. Students perhaps are not showing
the responsibility to determine their own affairs. The faculty ~ssembly _raises problems
about itself, too," stated Chuck dreenberg.
"The idea of a community constitution is
not a move for power but a chance to gain
participation for all who can make meaning
for faculty, students, administration and
civil service.
"Students have no ability to really govern themselves or the faculty; yet, they are
ruled by qther groups. The goal of a community constitution would be to have both
students and faculty vote on legislation."
Dr. Dufour mentioned a possible plan, to
be done in steps, as a start for a community
government. "The faculty, maintaining the
upper hand, could· work with students in a
55-45 ratio or 60-40 ratio. With a simple
majority needed for legislative decisions,
the faculty could rest its fear of a student
takeover. But if the students with their 40
percent, are right in supporting a proposal ,
I'm sure some of.the faculty will provide the
necessary swing vote for passage."
" After a while, the percentage should be
modified toward a 50-50 balance as the students show they can handle the responsibility. If the students can convince the faculty that they can act in a responsible advisory capacity, and if the faculty and students can convince the administration that
they can work together as advisors, then
this may convince the administration to .
share their power of ultimate decision with
all ofus."

"AMERICAN REVOLUTION 2"
HERE FRIDAY
Representatives of the Rainbow Food lished a day care center in the Lincoln
Program announced last week that they Park Community for mothers who have to
planned to show the movie American Re- work but can't afford to hire a babysitter.
volution 2 this Friday, Feb. 6, in the audi- The Young Patriots Organization has
torium at I o'clock at the Three Penney been distributing free food to families in
Cinema and at the Aardvark theatres, tells Uptown; they also plan to open a medical
the story of the formulation of tlie Rain- ,center for the Uptown Community soon.
bow Coalition, the coalition of the. Black
The RainbowCoalition is the first of its
Panther Party, the Young Lord Organiza- kind in the nation . Since then the coalition
tion, and the Young Patriot Organization. has been spreading through out the counThe movie shows how a militant balck try. The Rainbow Food program is the
group and a group of southern whites in first program of its kind in the nation.
Uptown realized that they had a common Northeastern is the originator of the Rainenemy, and that only be working with bow Food Program, and its going to
each other could they both survive.
spread on campuses through out the nation, its representatives feel.
The Raif\bow Food Program is an orgaBob Lee, a student here, who was an
nization on campus which aids the service important part of the formation of the coaprograms of the Rainbow Coalition. The lition, plays an· instrumental part in ' the
Black Panther Party feeds 4000 ghetto movie. He will be here Friday as will repchildren every week in their Breakfast for
resentatives of the Young Patriot OrganiChildren program. They have also opened
zation to talk with students about the coaup a free medical center for people in the
lition, and about how students can join the
black community who need medical aid.
struggle for existence of these groups and
The Young Lord Organization has es tabtheir communities .

ARO PREPARES NISC -F OR
THE· BIG MAN CONTEST
Alpha Rho Omege sorority this week
announced that it has begun the annual
search for Northeastem's "Big Man on
Campus." They are currently seeking
nominations from clubs and activities on
campus. Each organization is permitted to
submit one entry. ·
Names of nominees should be dropped
.i ~to, _t~e ARO ml;lill?ox, located on the

south mezzanine. Nominations must be in
by February 13. Entries will be photographed and run in a future- issue of
PRINT.
As an added note, A RO is accepting
applications for membership from all interested female students on campus. These
applications should be in by Thursday,
F~b. 5.
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Dave
Green's
1st Column
Bang-shang-a-lang, Sugar Sugar, and Jingle J angle are on.ly the start of a new music
dynas ty in the world of rock . These are the heavy hits of the Archies. This two-dimensional
grou p has cornered the market of the you ng in this country and are the best thing to come
arou nd since the Mo nkees. They have a unique sou nd that is admired by a ll the real people
in music. It can be sa fel y said that they are origina l in every shape, way and form . There i~
not a group, that I can think of, that is doing mo re new things and creative playing than the
Arch ies. All you ha ve to do is listen closely to the ir songs that have been released with-in
the las t year a nd you'll become a Archie believer too. Sta rting with Bang-sha ng-a-lang,
they int roduced their distinctive style and tuned it to the tune of Sugar Sugar which made it
to the cherished nu mber one spot on most rating services around the country.
Jingle-jangle their current smash hit is the ultimate in what is fast being known as Arcnie
Rock. It combines the multi-faceted talents of Archie Andrews, with the solid background
of Jug ead, to add up the sound that has caught the imagination of every rock group in the
country. There are a lready. many guitarists that em ulate Archie and his fast lead . He is
thoug ht by many to be the best since Eric Clampton and it has bee n the topic of many
heated arguments whether the freckled-faced kid from Rive rda le can equal the heights of
Eric at the guitar.
Jughead on· drums is another reason for their greatness. He doesn't play with th~ usual
energe nic wildness of most drummers in todays groups, but rather cools the extra motion
and concent rates on the sound that comes from his corner of the group. You can hear the
distinct march influence in his drums, that is a kickback to the days when he was in the '
Riverdale High School Drum a nd Bugle Corps.
Reggie plays the Bass guitar like it was part of his arm. The sounds he draws from his
instrument come directl y from his soul and he is probably the darkhorse of the group. He
doesn't look for the limelight and just si ts back and does his thing on the throbbing bass.
Betty and Veronica give the Archies much of their distinctiveness. Betty pitches in with
some strong and heavy vocal and tamborine work while Veronica plays the Organ with a
fl a ir tha t is rarely found in female organist. She has a out of sight style with the rock organ
and is as famous or m'o re so than Archie in Orga n circles.
.
The only person that I admire more than this band is Tommy Rowe. He is always coming
through with those heavy, _heavy hits that just blow your mind. His new album with twelve
of his hits on it is really in the groove with the present rock world today. He is undoubably a
leade r a nd everyone that follows will only be following the music trails that he has blazed.
Kee p up the good work Tommy.

LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS AND
OTHERS PLAN CAREERS
Seniors who did not take advantage of
the "super" career event sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce each year during
Christmas vacation, should NOT fail to
avail themselves of INTRO/70. These career events attract hundreds of graduates
from other colleges and universities and
many travel distances to meet employers.
Any student who will be graduated in
April '70 or August '70 should attend INTRO/70. This is the 13th year the American Marketing Association-Chicago Chapter is sponsoring such an event. The
DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION IS
FEBRUARY 11. All you have to do is
send in your resume, a copy of which is
available in the Placement Office. This
must be filled in and sent in as directed
along with a fee of five dollars which is
refunded to you when you register. Your
resume is sent to all of the sponsoring
firms and they in turn choose those in
which they are interested and write or call
you and arrange for an interview. All this
work takes a great deal of time and organization to be ready for the actual conference on March 19 and 20, I 970 at the
PALMER HOUSE. The five dollars is a
way of reminding a student of his obligation to attend . Employers are too busy to
arrange for interviews for "no shows" and
there are plenty of interested students who
are seeking employment. Recruitment
costs money but it will cost you nothing if
you attend.
Liberal arts students often complain
about not seeing enough recruiters. In the
first place, the student should realize the
"demand" picture in the labor market.
There are a great many factors involved .
Furthermore, even when recruiters visit
libe ral arts graduates, nationwide statistics
gathered by the College Placement Council indicate that only I 6% o_f last year's
L.A . grads obtained positions as a result

of direct recruitment.
The other 84% of graduates will have to
make serious efforts to find the position
that offers more than just a "job." So register for INTRO/70. Make an effort to
attend career events.
The agencies attending the Federal Career Information Day here at the College
on January 27th were very pleased at the
response. One representative stated that
he saw more people in a 2-hour period in
the afternoon than he had seen all day at
one of our sister institutions having an
attendance several times ours. But Mrs.
Valerie Z.- Gallagher thought that many
more students should have attended just to
see what was being offered.
Regarding the FCEE examination
which is necessary. Some 35 students
signed up with Miss Winkler of the Interagency Board of the Civil Service Commission and indicated their interest in taking the examination here on campus if facilities could be provided. A period of
three hours is necessary and the examiners cannot stay beyond five o'clock because of certain regulations regarding
over-time and such. The examination
should be started no later than two o'clock
and they would prefer starting at 1:00
o'clock in the afternoon. A morning would
also be agreeable to them . However, the
only space which was available was the
Auditorium and when Miss Winkler was
n.:itified of this and conferred with the examiners., they stated that this would not be
a suitable examination situation and they
would not consider this room .
Mrs. Gallagher will co11tinue to attempt
to find another-available room for the examination and just as soon as some sort of
arrangement can be made, students will
find a notice to that effect on the Placement Board and in PRINT.
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LIEBOW VISITS·
BAKER ST. PUB
It u sed to be that cultured men (and
boys) could lose themselves in literary
pursuits- be it Sherlock Holmes, Nick
Carter, Tarzan, or even Dickens, and Shakespeare . Nowadays a man can't sit alone
with a book more than a half an hour at a
crack.
T hu s it was with great pleasure that we
found ourselves with the Baker St. Irregulars, a group of enthusiasts devoted to the
master sleuth, at the Baker St. Pub in the
Harford Plaza on the night of January 6,
celebrating Mr. Holmes' I 16th birthday. ·
Assembled to do the great man honor
were over I 00 enthusiastic Sherlockians, a
good 75% of them knowledgeable to the
roots of their fingerprint s. Amongst the
guests were Hans Conreid, who once
played Prof. Moriarity to Basil Rathbone's
Holmes, and Ken Nordine, who gave a
su perb reading of The Hound of the Baskervilles.
The pub, which is most beautiful]¥ and
tastefully decorated in a Watsonian Victorianism, served some of Holmes' favo rite
viands : roast duck, treacle pudding, brussel sprouts a la Baker Street, roast Devon
Potatoes -all washed down with lovely
light, lucious delectable Claret (a St. Julien
1964, if you savor such information) - followed by Plum pudding and coffee : delicious and not at all elementary.
Prior to the meal, toasts were proposed
to the Woman; London's second most nefarious criminal; Murray, the orderly who
saved Watson's life in Afghanistan; and
other esoteric personages from the annals
of Dr. Watson.
Here was a group devoted to their idol
and willing to toast him all night. Aside
from hockey and pro football buffs, no
such idol-worship is to be found this side
of the Johnsonians, those lovers of the ·
great Dr. Sam, who really would have
done justice to that meal, for he held, Sir,
"that any man who will not mind his belly
will not mind anything at all." So, on some
foggy November eve when the spirits

/

E.M. Liebow
Sponsor and Super-Sleuth

move you and the mists swirl arou nd the
gaslights of treacherou s moors of Lincoln
Park, hie yourself over to the Baker St.
Pub by trap or hansom, by the sign of the
four, at the sound of the baying of that
gigantic hound of yesteryear.
E.M. Liebow

FENCING CLUB
FORMING
A new club, under the sponsorship of Dr.
Graves, has begun meeting in the gym. The
fencing club, for those interested in the
sport, will meet Wednesdays and Fridays at
I :00 by the equipment room.
The club is only for the enjoyment of
those interested students, and there are no
academic credits offered.
Print Refunds
, NISC

NISCENTERSPANCAKEEATING CONTEST
When the starter's gun sounds on Tuesday, February 10,8 teams of students from
Northeastern and Triton will do or die for
NISC in the I 0th annual Intercollegiate
Shrove Tuesday Pancake Eating Contest
at the International House of Pancakes,
7210 Irving Plk, Norridge.
In competition with schqols from coast
to coast, the local participants in the contest
will vie for local, regional, and national
prizes, with irips to Europe, TV 's and
tapeplayers hanging in the balance.
Team members are Bob Dunn, Janet
Bounencontro, Mike Srednuas, and Marlene Wilczynski. The will face each other
in boy/girl teams at the
International
House of Pancakes at 3:00 p.m . Their
goal: to eat as many silver dollar size pancakes as possible before the official timekeeper signal the end of the event 30 minutes later. Each team's total number of
pancakes consumed accounts for their
score .

Contestants will start with a plate of IO
pancakes in front of them. Throughoyt the
30 minute contest, they will be served additional plates of silver I O's as fast and as often as needed. Ail contestants may, at their
option, use any of the restaurant's usual
pancake condiments as thev desire . Water,
coffee and/or tea are available to the teams.
Although the history of Shrove Tuesday
goes far back into medieval lore the modern
celebration-the pancake dating conteststarted only nine years ago in San Diego,
California. When students of three of the
city's colleges offered to stage such a contest in honor of the newly opened International House of Pancakes, the franchise
owner readily agreed.
The contest was a wild success and
everyone in attendanc;,e rapidly spread the
word . Having fun, of course, was (and
·still is) the purpose of the contest. For
that reason, students of Northeastern are
welcome to join the festivities as spectators .
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR
SENIORS AT INTRO/70
Liberal Arts majors a nd others interested
in non-teaching careers are realizing that
career selection is an on 0going p rocess. No
place ment office can answer the crucial
question, "What kind of job can I get?" in a
half-hour interview on the eve of graduation. Students had a n o pportunity to question a numbe r of representatives of Federal
agencies which participated in a Career Information Day here at NISC on January 27 ,
1970. The representatives agreed to return
for another " Day" next year if e nough stude nt interest w arranted a nothe r visit. A report of the " Day" will a ppear in the February 4th issue of PRINT.
Students can gai n more information at
a nother career event ' which is slated for
February 19, 1970. This will not be an all
. day affair but will consist of an informatio n
.meeting to be held in the North student dining hall from 2:30 p .m. to 4:00 p.m. Mrs.
Theresa Scholl, Director, Illinois State Employmen t Service, Professional Placeme nt,
has agreed to meet with interested students
and discuss the topic, "AN OYER VIEW

22ND CENTURY PRESENTS

&RAND FUNK
RAILROAD
FEBRUARY 7 • 8 :30 pm
OPERA HOUSE

DELANEY, BONNIE
&FRIENDS
WITH ERICCLAPTON

A ll in terested f acuity & students
a re invited to a meeting ·to
discuss what NISC can do about'

FEBRUARY 14 · • 7 :00 & 10:30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

THE DOORS
FEBRUARY 15 • 7 :00 & 10:30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

the POLLUTION CRISIS

COLDBLOOD
RENAISSANCE

Thursday, at 1 in B-117

MARCH 1 • 7:30 PM
/\UDITORIUM THEATRE

IRON BUTTERFLY
MARCH 21 • 7 PM & 10:30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

JOE COCKER
MARCH 22 • 7:30 pm
AUD ITORIUM THEATRE

THREE006 NIGHT.
APRIL 5 • 3:30 & 7:30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

SMOKEY ROBINSON
&THE MIRACLES .
APRIL 17 • 8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM THEATRE

O F EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOKS FOR
LI BER A L ARTS GRADUATES."
Should she not be able to come, her assista nt, Mr. Carol Walt ri p (yes, Mr. ) the pl acement ma nager of the Professio nal Office
will be he re .
·
In exploring the topic with Mrs. Scholl ,
Mrs. Valerie z. Gallagher, Director, Placeme nt Office NJSC suggested talking about
the adva ntages and "disadvantages" of the
liberal arts degree as opposed to a degree in
e ngi neering, accounting or other technical
Water pollution comes in many varied forms, but each leads to the same eventua l result:
major, in seeking full-time e mployment in
a degradation of the aquatic ha bita t. This breakdown is characterized by the mass deaths of
one's chosen career. The e nginee ring a nd
technical majo r has the "advantage" of ga me fis h a nd shellfish and by the reduction in the number of waterfowl a nd ani mals
present in the area. The problem is fu rther typified by the wild and unregulated growth of
havi ng made ce rtai n career decisions and
aqu a ti c "weeds" , as algae and tu bi flex worms. Vertebrate life is taken over by scavengers;
correlating the j ob with his educatio n . H e
carp and catfish, rats and crackles. This type of ecological "succession " always, without
also is mu c h so ught after these days . A few
moments spent with the Sund ay section of exception, parallels the growt h of urban municipalities and industrial progress .
Industrial pollution is the chief culprit. Rivers and lakes are at the disposal of any
the " Help W a nted" ads would convince
company with the initiative to take advantage of this inexpensive opportunity. And all too
anyone unfa miliar with today's job market.
often, pollution is in the interest of-"progress", whatever tha t might be. ·
While the Ii beral arts major does not have
Industrial pollution takes on different forms. First on the list is drainage of sewage'this clear-cut correlation of job with career,
directly into a waterway wit hout any type of treatme nt to break down the harmful chemhe has the adva ntage of not being confined
icals present in the refuse. Phosp hates and nitrates present in these run-offs are very
to a specific area. But this imposes a burden
of search and stu dy. The mere possession of detri mental to all forms of aquatic life, with the exception of algae and tubliflex worms
which li terally eat the stuff up. The result : algae clogs and suffocates the .waterway, and
a piece of paper labelled "College degree"
theri uses up any available oxygen left in the water for its own breakdown . Thermal
is no open sesame to the good life. The liberpollution is a new concern of ecologists. Industries, particularly those using nuclea r power,
al arts major must give thought and exert
effort in getting information. on which to utilize water for the cooling of equipment and t hen return the water after it has been raised
anywhere from IO" F to 35° F above normal temperatures. The result : aga in , a marked
base his career choice. He must determine
his qualifications . More than one large cor- increase in algae. Still another problem is that of dredging . By dredging, the underwater
poration recruiter has tried to tell inter.- environ is directly disturbed .
Some municipalities still pump hunia n wastes into rivers. and lakes without any correcviewees that recruiters do not have the time
tive_ treatment. The city of St. Louis drains 300,000 gallons of urine into the Mississippi ·
to search a candidate's psyche to determine
Ri ver daily, only to be used again.
·
his career objectives. There is muc h to do
Oil pollution is a very serious threat today. Witness the "accident" off the coast of Santa
before the fi nal or intervrew stage.
Lastly, if time permits, Mrs. Scholl has Ba rbara. Oil is extremely ·dangerous to aquatic life because it coats the water with a thin,
been asked to focus in on one a rea: Eco~ nearly impermia ble fil m w hich resists absorption of oxygen a nd carbon dioxide by the
nomics. In later meetings with other Profes- water necessary for animal a nd pla nt li fe . Oil leaks, whether fro m refineries or transport
• .
siona l personnel, suc h areas as Political Sci- vessels, have a lways resu lted in tragedies of extensive damage .
Ships and boats also contribute their quota to water pollution , spewing o ut liquids as well
ence a nd Overseas · Teaching recruitmen twill be the basis of discussion . If student as gases to be absorbed by the water. There a re a bout te n million " pleasure crafts" sitting in
interest warrants, there wi ll also be dis- American wate rs. The number of commercial and military ve·ssels come close to equaling
·
cussions for those interested in English, this a mount.
Agriculture has a lso become a problem. Almost 180 million ac res of topsoil a re washed
Linguistics, Speech and Art. Mrs. SchoII
has agreed to send · qu a lified employment away annually, clogging up rivers and filling up lakes. Still a nother de trimental activity is
counselors to later meetings if the earlier the use of D DT a nd other hard pesticides. U pon raining, the pesticides are washed into our
lakes and rivers whe re they a re eventually a bsor-bed into the tiss ues of animals at the end of
meetings draw enough interested students.
Students might wish to ask Mrs. Scholl the food chain: predatory fish, fowl , and animals. Because of their non-decomposing
about the testing services avai lable in the · na tu re, the pes ticides remain in the bodies of the anima ls un' ' I such time as ti1e organism
·
Professional Place ment office, o r the activ- dies. "J:'he pesticide is the n recycled through the system.
ities of the "clearinghouse" in given employme nt a reas. Certain of the State Employment· Place me nt Offices act as clea r. inghouses for given employment areas. The
Chicago office acts as a clearinghouse for
nationwide vacancies in Ii braJy science and
economics . For this reason , the a rea of economics was. chosen for discussion . .
At the present time, NISC does not offer
a major in ecoqomics but there are a nu mber ' of interested undergraduates to whom
stud y in this a rea appeals. Mrs. Scho ll was
asked , time pe rmittin g, tb discuss the particular academic strengths or subjects the
economics major must have to be employable". Wha t is the importa nce of a strong
background if! mathematics and sta tistics?
What qualifications do e mplo yers look for
in economic majors--men a nd wome n ?
(The e mployment outlook for liberal a rts
women graduates is a major topic in itself.)
How necessary is graduate school ?
Hope fully, time will ;illow for such dis~
cussion. The speaker has agreed to spend
the first portion of the meeting in a ta lk a nd
the later porti o n in a question and a nswer
11
session . Should we no t be able to coveT
some of the a bove ground and shou ld interest and attendance warrant, there is no rea-Mary Knoblauch, Today
son why we could not have a "continuation" of the topic at another meeting.
Help stamp out ignorance about careers.
Do your part. Attend. Come at 2:30 p.m. to
the North Dining Hall on February 19,
1970.

•

M arvelous. U nreels like a
detective thriller."

REFUNDS ·AVAlLABLE
Ticket Prices: $6 .50, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50
Tickets now available -at the Auditorium
Th eatre box office, all Ch icagoland Mar~ha ll Field and Montgomery Wards Stores,
Paralunes at 2659 North Clark Street, Flip
f;i de Records at 3314 West Fo ster Av enue
and other Ticketron outlets.
Mail orders to 22nd Century, 70 W. Hubbard, Chicago , Illinois 60610. Enc l ose a
self -a ddressed stamped envelope .

LISTEN TO WCFL FOR UTEST
22NO CENTURY CONCERT INFORMATION

.Refunds are avai lable ·in th e PRINT office, E-45, for users of N lSC's food vending
machines . The user is required to sign a_refund s lip , stating the machine in which he
lost the money, and the amount lost.
The service was initiated last trimester,
and was successful, so re prese nta tives of
A u toma tique, Inc ., ma nagers of the machines, decided to continue it. The PR INT
offtee -is -open• dur ing , all . re gular . school .
hours.

Stu dents $2.00 with I. D. Ca rd

A-.,

every .day_ but Satur day
CltiQge
Miclligan.

Cinema Theatre
J I Ii

J: I

J"
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ALMA MATER CONTEST
GETS LITTLE RESPONSE
The men of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity w ou ltl like to make a complaint to
the ge neral school body. Recently, the fraternity sponsored a contest to write lyrics
for a Northeastern A lma M-atcr. Even
though a prize of a $50 US Savings Bond
was offered, only two students entered!
The brothers a re therefore challenging
the N ISC college community to co.m e up
with so me m ore e ntries by February 15,
1970. The rules, dxcept for the dead line, are
the sa me :
1. The form may be in any style, preferably having each line consisting of the same
number of beats or a constant meter.
2. It may be a ny length , however, each
sta nza should have the same number o f
lines, so that a repea tin g chorus may be
used .
3. Eac h entry must be received by Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia-Chi Omega Chapter by

February 15, 1970.
4. All entri es must include name, ad dress, and phone number.
5. All e ntri es must include a stateme nt of
original ity.
6. The winn ing entry will receive a $50
US Savings Bond. ·
7. Judges will be the brothers of Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia-Chi Omega Chapter and
Mr. Willis Charkovsky. l fno entry is desira ble to the judges, no winner will be selected.
This contest is open to all members of the
college community and their friends. Place
e ntries in the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia mailbox a bove the cafeteria, or send it to: Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia - Chi Omega C hapter, '
N ISC - Music Building, 5500 N . St. Lo uis
Ave. , Chicago, Illinois 60625 .
lfwe d o not receive more entries, it may
mea n that Northeastern will go on without
an Alma Mater.

RUSS CLUB HOLDS
SLAVIC CHRISTMAS
On Friday night, Janua ry 23 , the Russian
C lub sponsored a S lavic C hristmas Party. It
was a good evening of fun, full of food and
information regarding the customs of the
various Slavic peoples. Orthodox Christmas was celebrated on January 6, but this
did not seem to matter to th?se present.
Future events to be sponsored by the
Russian C lub are:
A ta lk o~ the custo ms of Orthodox Easter, which will be given during the I :00
Tu~sday Activity hour. The exact time _and

place will be a nnounced at a later date.
During, February, the Russian Club will
present a Russian dinner, to be given at
Sasha's restaurant.
At the beginning of March, the Russia'n
Club will sponsor a Road Rally. The date
and time of this event will a lso be announced at a later date.
All the ri1embers of the Russian Club invite everyone to participate and enjoy these
future events.

History Club Presents:

FOLK DANCERS WELCOME P ARTICIPANTS
E veryone is welcome to come a nd dance
with the Folk D a nce C lub. R ecreationa l
d a ncing is he ld on.Thursdays at I :00 P .M.
in the Gym Annex, and from 7:00 P .M. to
8: 15 P. M. on Thursday nights. Those who
a re a lso interested in performing may attend rehearsals on Thursday nights from
8:30 P.M . to 10:00 P.M . in the Gym Annex.

The on ly prerequisites for membe rship
a re e nthusiasm and willingness to learn .
Even if dancing is not your bag, the Folk
Dance Club welcomes people who can sew
costumes, do stage managing, and make
tape recordings of music. ·
For further information , see Miss Woskoff in the Gym Annex.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Vic - Beautiful, downtown Downey salutes you -

MKTYM
Spiro-feed and water your flag .

You know, there's a lot _o f things about Mondo
Crypto that we don't know about!
Aaron Deemur call me, Rich Bartose at 763-8116
Objective : Mexico PS: Thanx PRINT

Dan Stern works in a bagel factory.
NISC-W .B.T.: 73 egg beat Tr. Col. 33 m inutes Jan .
20, 1970 - L.B.

.Marrietta Torn.obene is a ... - .

Be in the company of Merv Griffin, Elvis Presley,
Stan Kenton, The Letterman, and many others ...Join
TKE.

crew.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN : Playing with Bill
Si nwell is like playing w ith an unloaded gun . (Simile
carefully thought out.)
Attention Cafet eria : Nescit plebeieiuno timere two
pieces of roast beef for 60c

Does Mondo Crypto really write by wood pecke;
pecking?

ART Supplies

"A bas de Gaulle"
A REPORT ON THE FRENCH
STUDENT REVOLT OF 1968

1 :00

We have What
You Need!

THURSDAY,~FEBRUARY 5
B 11 3- 15

~

--

•!
IS YOUR MAJOR
BIOLOGY?
CHEMISTRY?
MATHEMATICS?
PHYSICAL EDUCATION?
PSYCHOLOGY?
SOCIOLOGY?
.
Interested in Gaining experience in your field now:'
Then downey is interested in you. For information,
fee the experimental college bulletin Board (near D
104) or any of the following people : DR. MARTIN- ,
DALE
DR. DUFOUR
JOE TROIANI
CHERYL JONES

I

- ..
l.:,.

Student Discount
RICH'S HOBBYVILLE
3838 N . Cicero Ave .
545-0271
Chicago , Ill.

Dear Mondo : Where is Vi~go? Signed-- the make-up

·

I love Melody. MG
The Welfare Council of Chicago has paid positions
available for those who are interested in exploring
socia l work as a possible career. For information,
see Dr. Dufour or Cheryl Jones in the Psychology
Dept.

Whoknows
what evil lurks
in the
heart of man?

The Psychology Club Film Festival Schedule will be
posted daily on the Psychology bulletin board . (located near B 119)

FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 6
Everyone 21 and older is invited to

Commonwea lth United Presenls aGrand Film Slarring

fr om 8:30 p.m. until J:00 a.m.

on the entire FIFTH floor of the

/

SHERATON-CHICAGO HOTEL
· 505 North Mi chi,zan Avenue

DANCING IN STAG OR DATES PROPER ATTIRE:
Ties and jackets,
stag preferred
BOTH ROOMS
skirts or dresses
Lawyers, secretal"ie&, and receptionists from the law firm of Starke,
Anglin, Savage, Frazin, Stewart· and M ay have been invited ta join us
at this party a lo ng with personnel from oth er selected firms and grad uate students and college girls from selected schools.
Approximately one t housand persons will attend.

Peter8e1lers~G/ongo8farr
in"(iie GAfagic Christiar('
"'"'"'"s:m RICHARD ATTENBOR6UGH · LEONARD FRE Y· LAURENCE HARVEY · CHRISTOPHER LEE
SPIKE MILLIGAN · RAQUEL WELCH """"""' WILFRID HYDE WHITE · ISABEL JEANS· CAROLINE BLAKISTON
Prix! uctd by O[N ISO"O[ll · 01rec1ed by JOSEPH McGRA TH • lmut1wa Ptodutm HENRY T.W[I NSTEIN & ANTHONY B.UNGER

""" "' ''•,,TERRY SOUTHERN. JOSEPH McGRATH & PETER SELLERS · '"• lh, "'" '>,TERRY SOUTHERN
Music by KEN THORN[ · Color by TECHNICOLOR. itelta sed by COMMONWEALTH UNITED
.- ; .. , , .. . 1 h

....-~

• •

~

.. , .......

o; ~.--:.:::.• .: ..--;:-~ -.~

·comt ~ndCtl 11 br PAUt McC AII TNfY

~~ -

STARTS
FRIDAY, JAN . 30th
• - . , . ,»J:i..NJi.. $.1:!0Vl!.S , lJ .N<.1T.1.,.E . , , -• . -., •
.

Ci.r•yhound '•rfl ln q-Co , . Cl•rfl I l•fl•

We noticed in last week's issue of The Print the. Byron-Greenberg rap on the cafeteria
food here at Northeastern. One must realize that these gentlemen being of Jewish heritage
are accustomed to a special cuisine, matzoth balls, gefilte fish lox, bagels; on second
thought fellows maybe you shouldn't be complaining.
L.S.A. sorori ty is going to hold th'e ir annual Valentine Candy Sale on Feb. 11, 12 & 13.
Last year upon eating an entire box of candy T .S. became ill, however upon further
investigation it was discovered his illness was attributed to a quart of wood alcohol he had
drank the night lx,fore.
Who remembers Anthony Wiszowaty? He was our last student government president.
Tony is now working on an independent study of the Veterans' Mental Hospital at Downey, Illino is . Tony however hasn't made it quite clBar in what capacity he's working in, as an
observer or patient. See what being student president can do for you.
A.R.O . sorority is preparing for their second annual "Big Man On Campus" dance on
March 13 at the North Park Hotel. Rumor has it, Mondo Crypto (alias Gary Dale Stockmann) is training for the occasion with a high calorie diet in an attempt to gain thirty
pounds.
The men of A.X.E. fraternity sponsored their first free rock concert in the schoo l's
auditorium last Thursday. The question lies as to what motivated the greedy brotherhood
to suddenly become so generous. Beware of do gooders.
Last week we had occasion to see Bob Dorer on campus. Bob you may remember was
T.K.E. fraternity's version of "Gentle Ben ." Bob has graduated and is now involved in the
everyday grind of the ou.tside world. Good luck Bob and let T .S.'s tip of the week be your
guide.

Here comes your favorite filler, the Company which owns Lorna and her typoriginal verbal comic strip, college journal- ists, everyone connected with these evil
isms only singing commercial, ready to things will be forever condemned to
plug up a great big gaping hole in your watching "Nanny and the Professor" in
weekly PRINT. Y~s, once again, on the their dreams .
retina of your eyes, in ink whose manufac- LEO: Your life will be like a Tolstoy movture has polluted our water, printed on the e! - long a nd boring .
remains of what what was once a tall, LIBRA: The incident of exposure in your
proud, living tree, is the occult world's sign is 23%. below the national average.
answer to brain pollution, Mondo Crypto.
This is because you rarely find time to ...
(Mondo is using more dots, but enjoying
Fresh from being totally ignored as a
topic at project survival, Mondo has it less. For more "stimulating" one-sided
,,, brought his own private fight for ~ental conversation see Mondo' newest play
conservation to light, right here on your dealing with the breakdown of morals in
face. To assure you that your mind will the good old USofA . The play is entitled
not become saturated with this literary "The Last Act", and is playing around in
garbage M .C. has cast a spell on you, and neighborhoods as well as theaters.)
y0u will, beyond a doubt, forget this entire SCORPIO: If you followed 1ast week's
column eventually.
advice you won't need any this week. If
Big, important, crucial problems such you didn't you're beyond any this week.
They Must Be Kidding!
as overpopulation and the death of our SAGITTARIUS: Take up any invitations
planet are heavy but they do have their offered you. Take up clarinet as well, If
Student teac hing could be beneficial , provided, (I) you're not caught forging your
funny moments . Indeed they will probably you're a girl you can _take up your hem.
doctor's signature on your TB exam. (2) You don't lose your bus pass en route to Carbonhave the last laugh of all . Mondo predicts CAPRICORNISH: A rolling stone saves
dale Junior High . (3) You don't insult any of the petty bureaucrats by over-estimating your
that before the year is out the EQ thing 9. But you'd do better as a machinist.
grade point average on these multi-colored cards. (4) You change your major from History--to independent research for factors that preempt, neurosis for future student teachwill have replaced race, religion, and yes, AQUARIUS: Buy a "beautiful person" a
even women's liberation as the "in" topic mirror.
ers!
Whatever is , is right!
of the seventies. Further, just as in the (A little more color. Rick Sears says,
T.S .
case of other "groovy" causes, most .., 'People who live in glass houses have a
people who talk about them don't give a hell of a flash exposure problem!)
damn about what they're talking about. PISCES: Back from last week's glorious
MC predicts that when the atmosphere triumphant crack at # I (and believe me
grows grayer these people will cough the you were lousy) here you are back at the
loudest.
bottom of the heap (which isn't a bad
Are you reasonably depressed. You place to be if you make the most of it.) If
It seems that our data hans't come back
Being used to living in overcrowded
· should be. Now my lousy jokes will be you have any further . questions for heavquarters, N ISC naturally fitted into my
from the processing center, so we can't get
even funnier. There is just one more . en's sake ask somebody!
scheme of things. But a funny thing hapan accurate head count yet. However, not
iddy-biddy point. Cancer, you had (stress
pened in the cafeteria last week at noon. I
being one to let the reading public down, I
Incidentally, did you read Ann Landers
had) a very funny line last week. But it as
found a totally unoccupied table where I
did manage to dig this up- out of an enrolllast week? (or week before, it really
cruelly decapitated by the staff scissors,
could throw all ill-used texts, unwaxed
doesn't matter) Well it really is true that
ment of 6732 full and part-time, graduate
sorry. If you're still listening, stamp your
skis, 12-foot scarves and other unrelated
and undergraduate students, 3 16 bachsome guys only want conversation from
right foot three times. Feel dumb? READ
paraphernalia without fear of knocking
elors degrees and 84 MA , MS, and Med
their girl friends. Just the other day I saw
ON.
some poor soul unconscious .
the following written on the john wall: For
degrees were presented at the December
(Note: any typographical errors in this
· Looking around, I noted a few other of
good conversation, call Sally 219-9110.
graduation exercises. And as far as we
column are due to the fact that Lynn has
these minor miracles-our cafeteria pracO .K . for the second, and first, attempt,
know, approximately 5800 students have
trouble reading the copy directly off the ·
tically move-around-in-able at noon . So I
"Hello to all the wonderful · people at
enrolled for the -spring trimester, which
wall, also Mondy used a yellow crayon this
said to myself, "Self," I said, "something
Motorola'.' and "Boo to all you lousy
may account for the breathable oxygen
week ... M.C.)
funny's going on around here ." Turns out
wretches at Zenith."
here for a change, plus the fact that more ·
ARIES: Love is like potato chips - salty
that other people are thinking the same
of my friends keep deciding to quit. They
when they're fresh, but if you con't keep
Now for a new feature M .C. is beginthing , so I went searching for people who
just don't know when they're well off.
the bag closed they go stale.
ning a serial (not to be confused with Rodmight know something about this pheTAURUS: Whenever yo u start to think
ney Writeon).
'
nomenon, winding up with abo ut 3 senyou're unimportant, just think where your
This week The Creation, brought to you
Noreen Ciesielyzk .,
tences of pertinent . information from 5
clothes would be without your body .
by incandescent light. Now our first explaces.
GEMINI: Your most insignificant traits
citing, enlightening _episode.
will someday blossom into full grown can"In the beginning, God created the
taloupes.
heaven and earth. And the earth was withCANCER: (You deserve two weeks'
worth, but I'll give you one off for good out form, and void: and darkness was
Tickets for the Vienna Boys Choir Con- formation Center starti ng Monday, Feb.
behavior) . If it's any comfort to you , MC upon tlie face of the deep ."
cert,
scheduled for Wednesday, March 4, 23, at 9:00 a.m. until the ticket supply is
Wow,
scary,
huh?
Turn
on
next
week
has put a horrible curse on the chain of
at 8:00 p.m. in the NISC College Audito- exhausted . Students may obtain tickets
events leading to the amazing partial dis- and see great lines like "Let there . be
rium, will be available at the College In- with presentation of an activity card .
appearing act done by MC last week. Be- light" and laugh to "And God saw the
ginning with Marshall Field IV who owns light and it was good." Thrill to every
Field Enterprises, which owns Day Publi- exciting episode in the Print. "We start at ....:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:-:-:-:-:_._:•:•:··❖ ---.·.·.- - -.-.-.-.- -.-.- ·.- -.- - -.- -.·.- ·•· ·=:-:::::;:::::.~-=-=-~--:.:.:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_::.::_-: _::.::_, ---~~-:.?.!.
:::::::
How TWO Locations - - HORTH & OLD TOWN
·::::::
cations which owns Metropolitan Printing the beginning."

ARE WE IMAGINING IT, OR IS IT LESS
CROWDED HERE LATELY?

VIENNA BOYS' CHOIR COMING

GIANT HAMBURGERS

64 oz. Pitcher of Beer $1.75
LIGHT OR DARK

ARING FIREPLACE

-■

Q.)

BARBECUE

RI BS

To eat here or toke out

co

B ratwu rst & other " great "
Charcoal Broiled Items

C/)

PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices

b.O

COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
Open from lunch till 2 A .M .
7 days a weelc

■-

3:

AMPLE FREE PARKING

2741 W. Howard St.
'
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1447 H. Wells

973-0990
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the
Del
Breckenfeld
Report
Dig-writing a sports column is really a new trip for me. Nevertheless I'm
gonna try to carry on the good will and excellent sports reporting of Bill Baker.
· In fac t, I even have a real interest in all the activities and all the teams,
especially the chicks' teams.

********
I'm so proud 'to be able to say in my opening column that the Northeastern
Golden E agle s were outasite last week. They got it all together and wiped out
St. Procopius 51-45. It was a real close game, not only in score but also in the
matching of o pponents.
I feel the difference was in the game plan - Northeastern stuck to ·one plan
and that was to work the ball in to Bronco Jovic w ho put it in the basket more
times tha n not. M an, he was real hot, and he led the team in goals. Proco, on
the other hand, was concentrating on outside shooting, but the y didn't get the
ball in the basket as often as not.
T he score was 30-28, Proco's favor at halftime. I was high in the bleachers
but I could still realize the gre at show put o n by our cheerleaders . When they
were done I fe lt like cheering fo r anything.
In the se cond half the Eagles still stuck with their game p lan , and as a re sult
o utscored Proco 23 - 15. I mu st say something about George Keen's dri bbling.
H e moves that ball better than anyone else, in fact he dribbles with soul. Both
team s were spurred on by their respective coaches who were constantly yelling
out calls. One of the m got so e xcited I thought he was going to freak out · right
there. But it was a happy ending with our tea m gaining momentum for their
next ga me,
·
I mu st say something about the band, which was groovy all night. T hey're
not exactly heavy, but, from a musician 's point of view , they were well
re~ear sed . They must be given c redit for hyping up the atmosphere and subsequently turning o n the audien·c e.

Wedne sday, February 4 , 1970

By the way, th e fa ns were great, but the re was still roo m fo r more. Th e more
we bac k o ur team, the more th ey' ll groove. We ca n a lway use more athl et ic
supporters at this sc hoo l.
I feel that the team can really begin to cook now that they've fou nd their bag.
This week I approached an ex-Print sportswriter, and asked him how he felt
about the team after Wednesday's win. He replied, "They're definitely playing
up to their expectations. I mean, their record reflects their talent." Then he
returned to his Foosball game.

********
One of the most interesting teams in this year's intermural basketball div-ision
is one comprised exclusively of Northeastern band members. The team, known
as the "bandaids" (also affectionately known as Gangware's geurillas) is more
than just a bunch of ball-toting musicians. Al though they were edged out by the
Polish Mafia in their first game, the team shows a great deal of promise. I
asked Bandaids coach Bob Kos about the future of the team, and he replied
o ptimisticall y, "We got the beat, we got the rhythm." That sounds rather
obscene, but maybe that's why they 16st their season's opener.
Personally, I feel that the slow start should be accredited to the loss of
veteran guard Mi ke Lintz. He became so excited about the team that ·during
rehearsal he bit down too hard on his clarinet, and his lower lip suffered minor
abberations from the splintered reed . Mike. is expected to suit up for next
week's game. However, because of the nature of his wound, he will miss a
great part of the band's season.

********
By the way, l followed Green's advice and stuck with those same Sox for six
months, and I'm sad to say they really began to stink.

THE FLIP SIDE
TRS TICKETRON ELECTRONIC TICKET OFF/Cf
HOURS : DAILY 10-5 :30

STEREO L.P. 's-$3 . 19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5 .50
- MONAURAL L.P.'s-$1.00

MON & THUR 10-9 SAT 10-5

25c off on a
$3 Purcha se w ith .
this ad!

FOOSBALL BECOMES
COMPETITIVE ATHLETICS
Foos ba ll is hitting the big time here a t
No rtheastern . T here are pla ns in the fu tu re
for a schoolwide tourna me nt to fi nd t he
foos tea to send to th e pl ay-offs for t he
na tio na l to urna me nt. T he pla ns fo r the National Tourney have a lready bee n made and ·
a re bei ng he ld in the exotic Carribea n. islands, in A ug ust of t his yea r.
To build up inte res t iwt he Foos, R a nd R
produc tio ns is spo nsorin g a weekly contes t
in the a rt of foosi n g. T he rules for th is contest are:
RULES FOR WEEKLY CONTEST
1. All playe rs wishing to participa te m us t
registe r before they sta rt to play.
2. In o rde r to register a playe r must give
his na me, address, a nd pho ne number . T he
desk ma n wi ll record the for mer a nd t he
starting ti me.
3. Onl y team s will be e ligible . A team
consists of two players,- a fo rward and a
goa lie .

4. Pla ye rs must report results a t the e nd
of a ll ga mes pl ayed a nd the playe rs a re
read y to c heck o ut T his resul t alo ng w it h
the C heck o ut ti me wi ll be recorded by the
desk man.

HERE

5. T he contest wi ll begin at the o pe ni ng
of the ga me room o n Monday a nd wi ll continu e u nt il I0:00 A.M. o n Satu rday. At this
time a representative fo r R & R P roducti o ns wi ll tall y the ga mes a nd de term ine the
win ner. T he winne r's na me will be posted
a nd he will be no tified .

DOUBLE
-S&H GREEN STAMPS

For fu rthe r info rma ti o n contact Dave
Meissner a t the Pocket Billiards a rea, o r
Dave Green in the PRI N T office. '

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week

This will build u p a bas ic inte rest in the
Foos a nd will p re1ude t he sta rt of the Foos
To urn a me nt. T he Foos tourn ey will be
pu bli s hed latter.

ALVAN'S ST AND ARD SERVICE

WOMEN ARE WINNERS!
W o men 's In tercollegiate Sports have existed fo r some ti me a t o u r college. Mainl y
thoug h , the compe titive sports fo r wo men
ha ve been on ly Volleyball a nd Basket ball .
But in t he past two years M iss Be tt y Meyer
has o rga n l'zed a nd coached the W omen's
Gy m nastic C lu b a t N ortheaste rn . In previous gy m nastic co mpe titi o n the cl u b has
perfo rmed we ll , indi vidua ll y a nd as a tea n~.
Saturday, J a nu a ry 24th , t he Gymnastic
C lu b held the firs t Dua l Gy mnasti c Meet
e ve r a t Northeaste rn. They com peted
against the U niversit y of Illinois, C hicago
C irc le. Just o utscoring the U . of I. in tea m
to ta l poi nts, No rtheastern scored a 65 .2 to
the U . of l. 's 64 . 1.
Indi vidua l sta nd in gs we re as fo llows:
Balance Beam: I st-Rose Tamu ra, N ISC;
2nd- Davia Ba lda u f, N ISC ; 3rd-Cat hy Pretergost, U . of I. Side Horse Vault: I st- Kathy Keefe, U . of I. ; 2nd (ti e)-C hr isti ne
Sc haefer, U . of I., We ndy Z ie rk , N ISC ; 4thRose T a mura, N ISC. All Aro.und: I st- Rose
Ta mu ra, N ISC; 2nd-Ka th y Keefe, U. of I. ;
3rd-Cath y Prete rgos t. U . of I. Uneven Bars:

I st (tie)-Cathy Pretergos t, U . of I., Rose Tamu ra, N ISC; 3 rd (tie)-Sa ndy Si losky, U. of
I.. Dav ia Balda u f, N ISC. Floor Exercise:
1st-Ka thy Keefe, U . of I. ; 2nd-R ose Tamu ra, N ISC; 3rd-Di a ne Ke rney, U. of I.
W e wo uld like to ex te nd special co ngratul a ti o ns to Rose T a mura for ac hieving
1st place in A ll Around co mpet it io n . This
means Rose ac hieved the nighest tota l of
poi nts in the mee t ·w hile pa rt ici pa ting in
eac h event. ~
Re ma ining Gy mnas ti c a nd W o me n 's
Baske tba ll Sc hedul e: January 3 1--N ISC VS
WH EA T O N --H o me (Gy mnas ti c Dua l
Meet), Marc h 14 --Sta te Gy mnastic Mee t at
Illino is Sta te U niversit y.
Wo me n's Basketball: Fe bru a ry 2--N ISC
VS U . of Chicago--Ho me, Fe bru ary
4--NI SC V S U . of Illino is. C hi cago Circ le
--H o me , Febru a ry 12-- NI SC VS C oncordi a--Away , F e brua ry 14--Concordi a To urney--Away.
T he Wome n's Basketball record_ now
sta nds a t 9 and 3 . How's tha t MEN ?

4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

588-9365
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TUNE-UPS
TRANSMISSIONS
BRAKES RELINED
RADIATORS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYTEMS
HAND WASH
TIRES - BATTERIES

588-9850
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

AUTO AIR CONDITIONING
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